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Wadena
residents
return
to homes

When developments stall, cities that helped are

paying the bills
Some area governments wait on payments
that might not be coming

Red Cross reopens
shelter for victims
By Mark Sommerhauser
msommerhauser@stcloudtimes.com

WADENA — Residents
displaced by the tornado that
hit this area began coming
home Sunday, though those
with no home to return to
still needed help.
Wadena officials said Sunday that travel restrictions
on the southwest part of
town have been lifted to allow residents back to remove
personal property and make
repairs.
The St. Cloud-based Central Minnesota Red Cross
decided Sunday to reopen
an emergency shelter for tornado
victims
from
t h e
city of
Have you ever
Wadena
and ru- volunteered for
ral Ot- storm cleanup in
ter Tail another community?
Vote at www.
County.
T h o s e sctimes.com. Results
a r e a s , will be on tomorrow’s
a l o n g Opinion Page.
with a
part of
southern Minnesota west of
Albert Lea, were the hardest hit by a Thursday storm
that produced tornadoes that
killed three and injured dozens.
More than 100 homes
were destroyed or badly
damaged in Wadena alone,
said Beth Bromen, executive
director of the Central Minnesota Red Cross.
Bromen said the Red
Cross decided to reopen its
Wadena shelter after hearing of displaced victims who
found temporary shelter immediately after the tornado,
but were homeless again by
Sunday night.
One couple and their 19month-old baby spent the
last few nights in their vehicle, Bromen said.
“We’re going to keep that
shelter open until we’re reasonably sure no one’s slipping
through the cracks,” she said.
The Central Minnesota
Red Cross also has provided
meals and mental health services to tornado victims, Bromen said.
The city of Wadena warns
returning residents to watch
out for debris, unstable structures and trucks hauling material around the area. The
city isn’t yet allowing demolition, but residents will be
allowed to start hauling out
debris today.
This report contains material
from The Associated Press.
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A single home sits June 3 in the 200-acre Avon Estates development. The roads and cul-de-sacs were designed to support almost 90 homes in
the first of seven planned development phases.
By Kirsti Marohn and Britt Johnsen
kmarohn@stcloudtimes.com, bjohnsen@stcloudtimes.com

F

or a small
city looking
to grow, it
seems like a dream
come true.
A developer proposes hundreds of new
homes west of Avon
on 200 scenic acres
of rolling hills covered
in prairie grass.

There’s one hitch: The
price tag to extend sewer,
water and roads to the site
is $6.4 million.
City officials agree to use
a common public financing
tool — municipal bonds
— to pay up front for the
improvements. The cost
will be collected from the
property owners through
assessments tacked onto
property tax bills.
It seems like a good
plan.
But it’s 2007. The housing market is plummeting
fast.

◆
Three years later, a
brick sign greets visitors
at the entrance to the development. “Avon Estates
— Welcome Home.”
A single house stands
in the middle of the vast
development, marooned
in a sea of empty cul-desacs, tall grass and winding
roads that lead nowhere.
Eighty-eight homes had
been planned for the first
of seven phases.
The developer, Percheron Properties, is gone.
None of the $6.4 million of
assessments has been paid.
Attempts by the Times to
reach Percheron were not
successful.
For years, the system of
fostering growth by building first and collecting
assessments later served
cities well, working with
rarely a hitch.
Then came the crash.
Now, cities are finding
themselves with hundreds
of thousands — in some
cases, millions — of dollars in outstanding assess-

GAMBLING on GROWTH
The public cost of Central Minnesota’s
housing boom and bust

Day 2 in a 3-part series
Central Minnesota developers, builders
and investors lost millions in betting on
new housing developments that looked like
a sure thing
— until the
INVESTIGATIVE
bubble burst.
And when
demand for new houses hit a near-standstill, they weren’t the only ones with a stake
in the game. People who bought homes in
near-vacant neighborhoods worry about
resale value. And government leaders who
borrowed money to build utilities and roads
that go nowhere are trying to figure out
how to pay the bills.

ments owed by developers
who are often struggling,
bankrupt or long gone.
“All these cities forgot
that the development business has risk,” said Michael Couri, an attorney
for several Minnesota cit-
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are optimistic, but there’s a new caution in
the air.

ies, including St. Augusta,
Albertville and Avon. “... I
think people thought you
can’t do anything but make
money.”
Typically, the buyer of
a new home in a development pays off the assess-

ments at closing.
But with lots sitting vacant and unsold, developers
are stuck with a bill for improvements that probably
exceeds the rapidly falling
See HOUSES, 6A ▶

